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concepts﻿ through﻿experience﻿ in﻿ solving﻿cases﻿ is﻿ the﻿ International﻿Human﻿Resource﻿Management﻿
(IHRM),﻿a﻿course﻿that﻿comprises﻿basic﻿concepts﻿of﻿human﻿resource﻿management﻿internationalization﻿
including﻿strategic﻿context,﻿national﻿and﻿culture﻿context,﻿global﻿talent﻿management,﻿the﻿roles﻿and﻿
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learning﻿strategy.﻿These﻿ findings﻿underscore﻿ that﻿ the﻿key﻿ to﻿obtaining﻿successful﻿outcomes﻿ from﻿
blended﻿learning﻿is﻿proper﻿application.
E-Learning and Learning Management System (LMS)












Figure 1. Interaction mapping among the major elements of e-learning (Pardamean & Suparyanto, 2014)
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establishing﻿e-learning.﻿With﻿the﻿LMS,﻿training,﻿evaluating,﻿and﻿tracking﻿results﻿could﻿be﻿established﻿
easily.﻿There﻿ exists﻿many﻿LMS,﻿paid﻿or﻿ open﻿ source.﻿One﻿of﻿ the﻿more﻿well-known﻿open﻿ source﻿
versions﻿of﻿LMS﻿is﻿MOODLE.
Structure of Team-Based Learning (TBL)
The﻿primary﻿learning﻿objective﻿in﻿TBL﻿is﻿to﻿achieve﻿beyond﻿simply﻿covering﻿content,﻿and﻿shifting﻿





























Figure 2. TBL process (Michaelsen & Sweet, 2008)
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Table 1. Material and technique
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human﻿resource﻿management.﻿This﻿course﻿gives﻿students﻿knowledge﻿related﻿to﻿managing﻿human﻿
resources﻿ in﻿multinational﻿ enterprises﻿ to﻿ enhance﻿ their﻿ performance.﻿The﻿Human﻿Resource﻿
Management﻿course﻿is﻿a﻿prerequisite﻿for﻿enrolling﻿in﻿this﻿course;









































iv.﻿﻿ Assessment:﻿ This﻿ feature﻿ contains﻿ techniques﻿ and﻿ assessment﻿ criteria﻿ on﻿ each﻿
assignment.﻿The﻿clarity﻿of﻿assessment﻿criteria﻿can﻿help﻿students﻿to﻿prepare﻿for﻿the﻿exam.﻿
Students﻿can﻿also﻿find﻿out﻿what﻿competencies﻿they﻿have﻿mastered﻿before﻿the﻿exam;
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6.﻿﻿ Reading Assurance Test:﻿RAT﻿is﻿a﻿set﻿of﻿conceptual﻿multiple-choice﻿questions.﻿This﻿test﻿is﻿
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Figure 3. Individual RAT’s worksheet
Figure 4. Group RAT’s worksheet (IF-AT)
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Figure 5. Sample of RAT questions
Table 2. Topic for midterm and final exams
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consistently﻿showed﻿ improvement﻿ in﻿ their﻿performances.﻿ It﻿was﻿also﻿ true﻿for﻿ the﻿overall﻿students﻿
when﻿both﻿groups﻿were﻿combined.
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RAT﻿ is﻿ intended﻿ to﻿ allow﻿ students﻿ to﻿ learn﻿ about﻿ basic﻿ concepts﻿ required﻿ in﻿ the﻿ lecture﻿
independently.﻿The﻿purpose﻿of﻿ this﻿first﻿phase﻿of﻿TBL﻿is﻿ to﻿ensure﻿ that﻿students﻿master﻿concepts﻿








to-face﻿ learning﻿process﻿ is﻿no﻿ longer﻿ just﻿a﻿passive﻿knowledge﻿ transfer﻿ from﻿lecturer﻿ to﻿students.﻿
Students﻿are﻿encouraged﻿to﻿actively﻿construct﻿their﻿own﻿knowledge,﻿known﻿as﻿Constructivism.﻿Through﻿
Table 3. Mean and SD for RAT
Group
RAT #1 RAT #2 RAT #3
Mean 
(SD)
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In﻿general,﻿positive﻿outcomes﻿obtained﻿ through﻿ the﻿ implementation﻿of﻿ this﻿ teaching﻿portfolio﻿ for﻿
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